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Roe v. Wade attorney
visits, discusses abortion
f

"This will not be settled
in the
Court -will
be
settled
in
the
Sarah Weddington, the lawyer
who succeeded ~ ~ l e ~ a l iaborz l n ~ court of opinion."
tion In the famous Roe v Wade
--Sarah Weddington
case, lectured to students in Leone
Roe V. Wade Attorney
Dyana Blythe
News Editor

Roe v. Wade attorney Sarah Weddington autographs a COPY
of her book for former Jacksonville mayor John Nisbet.

Dyana Blythe
News Editor

Cole Auditorium Tuesday night.
"If anybody had said to me in
1969 . . . that in 20 years I'd still be
talking about this case, I wouldn't
have believed them," Weddington
said.
She took on Jane Roe's case in
1969, only two years after graduating from law school at the age of
21. After numerous attempts to get
the Supreme Court to try the case,
she finally succeeded in 1973.
Weddington had little expenence in court. Roe v. Wade was her
first contested case She had only
done uncontested divorce cases
and an adophon before she ap-

hospitality "good."
Ten respondents felt that the number of
contacts students made were "superior"
and 12 rated the number as "good." Eleven
employers felt that students were "fair" in
the number of contacts they made and two
rated this category as "poor."
Nine employers noted rated student participation as "superior," while 22 rated participation as "good." Three respondents felt
participation was "fair" and only one rated
it as "poor."
Eight employers felt students were "superior" in student interaction with recruiters.
Twenty felt interaction was "good." Six felt
it was "fair" and one rated interaction as
"poor."
Eleven respondents felt students' appearance was "superior" and 22 felt appearance
was "good." One respondent commented
that "students. . . had a professional appearance." Only one respondent each felt zppearance was "fair" and "poor."

The Fall Career Fair at Leone Cole Auditorium last week spawned positive employer participation and response but disappointing student turnout, according to
Marvin Jenluns, director of Career Manning
and Development.
Forty-one employers attended, representing retail, manufacturing, governmental and
service related industries.
Jenkins said a total of 307 students participated in the fair. "When you consider that
about 400 or 500 studentswill be graduating
in December, and then at least that many in
the spring, that's not a very good turnout,"
he said.
The employers were asked to complete
an evaluation of different aspects of the Fair
and provide comments. All but six of the
employers completed the evaluation.
Twenty-eight of the 41 employers felt the
hospitality shown them by staff and students
was "superior," while seven employers rated See Career Fair *page 2

peared in the U.S. Supreme Court.
She described to the audience
in detail the Supreme Court
building and the awe of seelng the
nine justices. Weddington now
has privileged seating to all Supreme Court cases and still influences decisions made in courts
across the country.
Weddington, who has degrees
in speech and English, outlined
the issues in the RoeV. Wade case
and answered queshons from the
audience
She has now wntten a book on

Superior Rating
GOO^ Rat~ng

-

overturned, they must vote in the
November election.
The next judge who is appointed
will probably have the power to
either uphold or overturn the decision, she said. "Right now it's so
closely divided in the Court (between pro-choice and pro-life) that
when we elect a president we will
essentially be electing a judge."
If Roe V. Wade is overturned,
according to Weddington, "abortion would not be illegal, but i t
would be up to Congress and states
to make the decision."
Weddington believes the biggest issue in the abortion is an
individual's right to privacy. "This
will not be settled in the Supreme
Court -- it wll be settled ln the
court of opinlon "

Employer
R e s p o n s e to

JSU's C a r e e r F a i r 1992
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the case and keeps up to date on
new legislation affecting abortion.
She warned the audience that to
keep Roe V,Wade from being
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NNOUNCEMENTS

As required by JSU, all graduating seniors must take the College BASL
Examinahon Regstration IS in the Off~ceof Assessment, 216 Ayers Hall Fall
semester testing dates are:
5-9 pm
Today
251 Merrill
8 am-12 pm
Saturday 251 Merrill
T h e African American Association meets at 4 pm evew Tuesday in TMB.
African-Americanstudents are encouraged to join by
a $2 membership
fee.
Peer counselar applicationsare available for 1992-93in the Office of Student
Development,4th floor,TMB. Candidatesmusthavea2.25GPA, two semesters
at JSU and 32 credit hours.
.Sign language classes will be offered by Disabled Student Services from
4:30-6 pm on Mondays in 147 Daugette Hall. Intermediate sign language will
begn Nov. 16. The cost is $25 for the community or $15 for JSU faculty, staff
and students. For more information call 782-5093.
All students in education who began college after June 1,1977,are required
to take a Basic.SlullsTest (BST) for admission into education. Students need to
register for this state test by Saturday. Registration forms are available in 207
Ramona Wood Hall.
The,BST is not to be confused with the College Base Exam required by JSU!
The BST is required by the state of Alabama for students entering education.
Disabled Student Senrices is having an obstacle course from 11am-1 pm on
today on theQuad. Come and get acquaintedwith a guide dog at2 pm on Friday
in front of Daugette Hall.
Students who have reserved and paid for '92 Mimosas may pick them up
at the Mimosa office, 168 Self Hall through Oct. 16 during these hours only:
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 10 am to 5 pm and Tuesday and Thursday I1
am to5 pm.
.save livest Joln JSU's chapter of Amnesty Internahonal Amnesty is a
worldwde human nghts organlzat~ondedicated to freeing Innocent people,
freeing pol~tlcalprisoners and end~ngtortureworlhde You can save lives and
end torture by jo~ningfor lust one hour a month For further ~nformationcontact
Chns at 782-6543
*The International Affairs Club was formed for those with an interest in
international issues and those who wish to study or pursue careers in
international fields. For further information call Saju at 782-7776.
UPSwill hold interviews from 9 am to 2 pm on Tuesday in 202 TMB.Anyone
who is interested must be available to work from 4 to 8:30 am The job pays $8
an hour. Students wishing to sign up should contact Pearl Williams 782-5289
or stop by 102TMB. Inte~ewswillbe held again Oct. 28 for full-timeChristmas
help at $8 an hour.
JSU'sModel United Nationswill be traveling to Atlanta Nov. 5-7 to compete
in the Southern Regionals Model United Nations. Everyone interested in world
politics and the workings of the United Nations and would like to join the team,
please attend a meeting at 4:30 on Tuesday in 333 Martin Hall. The team will
be traveling to Haward and New York City next semester.
T h e brothers of Kappa Sigma fraternitywill hold a car wash from 1to 5 pm
today at Pizza Hut to raise money for the Antonio Taylor Scholarship fund.
Antonio was a member of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and was murdered this
summer. The brothers of Kappa Sigma hope everyone will come out and have
their car washed for $2 to support this worthy cause.
*The International Students Organization was established as a social and
support group for international students at JSU. All students are invited to a
meeting at 7 pm Friday at Wesley Foundation.For more information call Suman
at 782-7443 or Wesley Foundation at 435-2208.
Interviews for Walt Disney World will be held 9 am Oct. 30 at pmford
University in Birmingham. Anyone interested should contact Pearl Williams,
coordinator, off-campus part time employment at 782-5289 or 102 TMB.
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Giving something back

ROTC acquires JSU alumnus
=

of his junior year at Fort Bragg, N. C.
While at JSU Sudduth spent most of his time at
Merrill Hall when it was brand new.
"In fact," he said, "I was commissioned in Merrill
Hall back in April 1973."
He was a Marching Southerner, played on the drum
line and was a member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
Sudduth has traveled extensively in his stintwith the
military. Now.he has come back to teach at his alma
mater. "I actively sought to come back to Jacksonville,''
he said.
He said he is realizing a "career dream come true"
by working with JSU's ROTC program.
"I've always wanted to come back and put something back in the cookie jar for what I received here as
a student."
Sudduth works as a professor of military science and
is responsibE for all senior milita~yscience majors.
He was one of three from his family to attend school
here. "Jax State is deeply ingrained in the roots of my
family," he said.

Edna Bogue

News Writer
JSU's ROTC has a new
lieutenant colonel who
also happens to be a JSU
alumnus. Lt. Col. John
Sudduth graduated from
JSU in 1973 with a degree in economics.
Sudduth's first experience with ROTC came
during the Vietnam era
Sudduth
when it was compulsoly
for all service aged males.
Initially, Sudduth enrolled at JSU as a pre-engineering student but changed his major to economics. "I liked it so well at Jax State I changed majors so
I could stay in," Suduth said.
But his career plans changed again when he
became involved with ROTC. He spent the summer
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Career Fair
From Page 1

9-28-92 Brian Foshee, 21, of Jacksonvilleand Andrew Jackson, 22, of
Jacksonville were arrested at the University Police Department and
charged with drinking in public.

* 9-28-92 Andrea Whitenant reported she is being harassed by a male
subject.
9-29-92 Terrence Taylor, 19, a non-student from Anniston was
arrested on Fomey Avenue and charged with minor in possession of
alcohol and loitering.
9-30-92 Robert Bice and Jeny Aultman, non-students, were given
trespass warnings for being in Sparkman Hall after hours.
9-30-92Meredith Crowder reported she has been receiving harassing
communications.
10-1-92Bret Castleberry, 20, of Birmingham was arrested on Spring
Street and charged with minor in possession of alcohol.
10-3-92 Bret Castlebeny and Greg Gaydon were given trespass
warnings for being in Sparkman Hall after hours.
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10-5-92Hall.
Fredenc Ranson was given a trespass warning for being in
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"Inthe First Amendment.. .ourfounding fathers afirmed their
belief that competing ideas are fundamental to freedom."
--Ronald Reagan

Jason Thompson, Editor in Chief JameyGraydon, Business Manager
Melanie Jones, Managing Editor Shannon Cooper, Business Asst.
Dyana Blythe, News Editor
Krista Walker, Secretary
Tim Hathcock, Sports Editor
Jay Ennis, Photo Director
Jamie Cole, Features Editor
Leo Nieter, LayoutjGraphics
Mike Stedham, Adviser
TheChonWeef,
student newspaperof J o c ~ v i l ! e
State University,P prpduc* by
students. Tpe eltor has
final decision op edrtonol content. F,undtn IS prmded
through Unlvers~tyappropnotions and adverhrements. Offices are In 180%if Hall.
Edrtoriob are the ophions of the editorial board unless otherwise noted.
The editor reserves the fight to edit for content aod space.
Send all submissions to JoxxrThompson, The Chonftcleer,Box 3060.JSU, Jacksonwlle. AL
36265. Dewline for all subdslons is noon Friday.
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The Chanticleer receives the typed police docketfrom the Univer-

sity Police Department. Any errors in spelling are the responsibility
of the UPD.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Galley bar opens today and not Oct 3 as reported in the 101
I edition of The Chanticleer.We regret any inconvenience caused
by this error.
The article on the Assessment Offrce rn the 10/1 ed~tionof The
Chanticleer should have read that assessment will become a part
of the Un~versity'sculture, not that rt 1s alrcbady
Also, negahve comments about faculty are not given to the faculty
members In quest~on Comments on thc qucstionna~res,compllmentary and cnt~cal,are transmitted to ~ h cappropriale oll~ces
Comments on questionnaires are st~lctlyconfldenhal
- -

..-

-

Twenty-one employers rated
the facilities as "superior" and
14 rated them as "good." This
category did not get any "fair" or
"poor" ratings.
Ail 35 recruiters indicated they
would return again.
The students were requested
to sign in by major field of study.
The largest number of students,
45, are management majors.
Twenty-eightstudents are criminal justice majors and 27 are
accounting majors. Close behind
is marketing with 25 majors in
attendance.
"The management and marketing majors usually provide a
good turnout," Jenkins said. "I
think they know how important
it is to get an early start on a
career." In addition, some departments such as nursing and
education provide their own recruitment sessions within the
department, so there was not a
high turnout from these majors.
One reason Jenkins proposed
for the low turnout this year was
the different location. "When
we had the Fair (at the TMB)
students who didn't know about
it would maybe stop to get their
mail and see that the Career Fair
was going on. Then they could
go change clothes and come
back. I think students got used to
it being in (the TMB)."
The fair was co-sponsored by
the office of Career Planning
and Placement and the office of
Career Development and Counseling.
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$"Jou
know, it?$0 ridiculouf, If I don't call my
pa~enVevery {unday at exactb 5 o'clock,
thev thihk wa, kidnapped by alienr, o r
comet hing. Anyway, ohe Sunday me and

I

Mark we decide lo take-ofrand checkout
+he
we're hanging od and 1 100 k at
my watch. 5 o'ci~rk.AIPI$~, (0 my iallkg
card and I head down t o +he local pool hall.
(which I happen to know har a payphone)
And I Sell the &lks the Fartian, send

cib.so

o matter where you happen to be, the
AT&T Calling Card can take you home,
It's also the least expensive way to
call state - to - state on AT&T, when you can't dial
direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,
you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card
. And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply

for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first
call will be free?* And you'll become a member of
AT&T Student Saver P1us;a program of products
and services that saves students time and money
which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of
this world.

To get an AlW Calling Card for officampus calling, call 1800 654-0471Ext. 850.
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MISS AMERICA STYLE i
: BEADED PAGEANT GOWNS :

RAISE A COOL

on students, faculty
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PARTY .WEDDING
Dresses :
: Consignment
Sales1 :
Rentals

PLUS
IN JUST
$1000
$1ONE
000
FOR
WEEKl
THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
Melanie Jones

Managing Editor

YourlPoget I FREE

"To be a player at this table, you can't always defend
your own turf."
--Tim Hudson
VPAA applicant

The search for a new vice
president for Academic Affairs
continued last week as the University brought in two more applicants for interviews.
especially in times of economic
Miriam Shillingsburg arrived on problems when small towns are
campus Sept. 28 and met with limited in what they can offer.
students and administrators over a Developingnewprogramsincludes
three day period, including two attracting non-traditional students
days of o p e n meetings. and continuing education students.
Shillingsburg is the associate vice
"You cari't just say, Well, this is
president for Academic Affairs at what we've always been doing.'
Mississippi State University.
Times have changed. Our conWhile most of the candidates for stituents have changed," she said.
the office focused their attention "When things are changing, when
on the imporlance of the students, times are changing. . everyone
Shillingsburg's comments were needs to be aware of the changes."
geared mainly toward faculty.
If the university must lead the
"It is my belief that the faculty community, university administraare the heart of the institution of tors must be strong leaders, and
higher learning," she said. "Ad- the people Shillingsburg spoke to
ministrators come and go. Stu- were curious about her ideas of
dents come and go. Faculty sustain leadership.
the university."
"A good leader is one who molds
Shi!lingsburg admitted that S ~ U - behavior," she said. "Lead by exdents are in many ways important,
. . I do believe that is a good
but said faculty are still the most quality in a university environvalued since they are what attract ment."
students to .the university, and,
The fourth candidate for the ofperhaps even more importantly, fice, Tim Hudson, dean of Internathey are what keep the students tional Education and Continuing
there.
Education at University of SouthAdministrators, too, have their em Mississippi, also believes the
place within the university struc- role of this office is that of a leader.
ture, but their roles are secondary
"The vice president for Academic
to those of the faculty.
Affairs sets the academic and intel"Administrators ... are here to lectua] pace for a university,"
serve the faculty," Shl:llingsburg Hudson said. He said the duties of
said. She said i t is their responsibil- thevice president involve developity to make it as easy as possible for ing ideas for the university bethe faculty to do their job.
cause "Ideas are our industry." His
Shillingsburg said universities management of those ideas would
should have a regional mission. include consulting others, but not
They also should realize their con- constantly nagging others to make
stituencies are made up of people sure they were followed through.
within the surrounding area and "My strategy would be to hire
not just those directly involved really good people and get out of
with the university.
their way and let them work," he
She believes it is important for said.
universities to develop programs
Although Hudson said he would

.

when developing new ideas, the
final decision would be his.
"(People) must realize that input is
exactly that - input," he said. His
job, he said, would be to lookat the
bigger picture. Too many people
look only at their own interest in a
particular issue and will not compromise, and Hudson said that
isn't the way to get things d o n e
"To be a player at this table," he
said, "you can't always defend your
own turf."
Hudson said he believes the
primary function of the faculty is to
serve the students. "We are educating tomorrow's mainstream citizens," he said. "We are educating
tomorrow's decision makers."
In order to make good decisions,
they must be educated in world
affairs. 'International education is
no longer a luxury; it's a necessity," Hudson said. He said international studies should be offered
in all departments, not just foreign
languages, because moreand more
young people are beginning to
realize that the world is rapidly
becoming a "C;lobal Village," SO
students must be prepared to compete in the world market.
Hudson proposed that colleges
should not only offer international
studies, but they should also recruit international students. The
best way to learn about different
cultures is to interact with people
from those cultures.
The last applicant, William T.
Mealor, associate vice president
for Academic Affairs at Memphis
State University, will hold open
meetings at 3 pm today in the
Gamecock Center and at 10 am
Friday on the 11th floor of HOUSton Cole Library.
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PART TIME OPPORTUNITY
Seeking qualified person to copy
edit doctoral dissertation. Also,
some library work involved. Word
processing capability a plus. Good
compensation. Send name and
phone number to:

RESEARCH
OFFICE MANAGER

BOX 1440
Anniston, AL 36202-1440
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Peer counselor
applications f o r
the 1993 team are
now available in the
OfSiCe of Student
Development,
4th floor,
Theron Montgomery
Building.
Applications will
be accepted until
Friday, 0~1.16,992.
'
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YES YOU !!!
1.5 U is looking for qualified, energetic
students who are willing to serve as peer
counselors during Orientation ' 9 3 .
t is an o p p r u n i ~ y0 . a IREAT summer
YOU can actually earn money while promoting
Jacksonville State ilniuersity and meeting new
people,
something you
would like to do, pick UP an application today!
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I Theron Montgomery Building - 4th Floor
782-5020
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SPARE TIME
COSMETIC SALES
Make full time income in
your spare time selling new
skin care product that sells
itself. Send $1 -for sample &
info to: Chas Avery, 113
Coffee St., Talladega,. AL
35160 or call 362-7098.
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Carrot Top attracts
record nimbers
Dyana Blythe
News Editor

The comedian Carrot Top performed to a packed TMB auditonum Sept. 30, and his practical
humor hit many chords in his
audience.
Carrot Top, who did not disclose his real name, was brought
to JSU by the University Programs
Council and Andy Freeman, Comedy Club chair. 'He's booked a
year and a half in advance," Freeman said, 'but we called his agent
in July and (his agent) said he
would come on Sept. 30 when we
wanted him. We were lucky."
The event was scheduled to be
held in The Roost, which is on the
second floor of the TMB However, two days before the show,
Freeman began getting calls from
non-students from surrounding
cities and suspected the show

would have to be moved to the
auditorium.
By show time, 750 people had
crammed into the auditorium.
'We expected there to be a lot of
people, but this was more than we
expected: Freeman said. 'This was
probably the best Comedy Club
turnout we've had."
Freeman hosted Carrot Top during his stay in Jacksonville and
said, 'He was a pleasure to work
with."
Freeman decided to book Carrot
Top because he had performed at
the National Association of Campus Activities' national convention
last year, and critics responded
favorably.
Carrot Top has also appeared on
MTV, Arsenio Halls and other
television comedy shows
Carrot Top's appeal comes from
his college-oriented humor. He
himself graduated from college

and, although he avoided the topics of sex, religion and politics, he
knew what would make college
students laugh. He told about practical jokes he has pulled and almost persuaded the audience to
join him the next day for a day of
playing practical jokes at K-Mart
and Wendy's, among other places.
His act is similar to that of
Gallagher, complete with toys and
signs that made students think
about the stupidity of eve~yday
life, such as 'Watch for Deaf Children." It took a few minutes for the
audience to catch on to some of
his jokes, but that was part of his
talent.
He received a standing ovation
at the end of his show.
Carrot Top normally performs a
one-hour show, according to Freeman, but "the JSU audience had
him so pumped up he stayed for
more than two hours."

RESEARCH INFORMATION
Largest Library of lnformation in U.S.

EARN $1,500 WEEKLY
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Or, rush $2 00 to Researeh Information
11322 klaho Ave ,206-, Los.Angeles,CA,

Well, we can't really help you with
that, but we can help you with really
cool stuff at really cheap prices.
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AAA encourages high
self-esteem among race
Clavius K. Gresham

News

,

Writer

The African American Association hosted its first
reception Sept. 30 in recognition of students and
faculty members.
The program began with a welcome from Antonio
M. Sheperd, president of the AAA. ~heperdintroduced JSU President Harold J. McGee, who encouraged students to participate in campus activities. "Be
active," McGee said. "Go to the games, concerts and
plays."
McGee also stressed the most important thing he
is concerned with is that students walk across the
stage and graduate. He said this generation is important to the political arena as well as the business arena
in the near future.
Sheperd returned and said, "Welcome to our first
step, but not our last step in reuniting you with JSU.
Tonight is the first night in a continual plan in which
our efforts will be seen all across campus."
During the meeting, guest speaker Revlon Spear,
noted for her continued effort in supporting the AAA,
was presented flowers by Vice President Steven
Thomas.
Michelle Horton, 1992's Miss AAA, was also given
flowers and spoke to the audience. "I accepted a
challenge to promote respect, kinship and pride
among African American students," she said. She
believes women are to cany themselves as proud,
respecdul African American women. "I challenge
each person in the African race to make a positive
change," she said.

"I accepted a challenge to promote
respect, kinship and pride among
African American students. I challenge each person in the African race
to make a positive change."
-- Michelle Horton

Miss AAA 1992
Spear began her topic of discussion entitled "Attitudes, Positive and Negative, It's Your Choice," with
an analogy on how to lower or raise your self-esteem.
She illustrated this by having the audience pair up and
tell all the bad points about themselves to their
partners.
The one telling the bad points is asked to extend
one of his arms and the partner can push his arm
down with little or no effort. But then when the one
with the positive points extends his arm, the partner
cannot push his arm down.
"A positive attitude determines how you feel physically and mentally," she said. "Willing to learn and
recognize no one has all the answers. A sense of
humor can be used for an escape."
It was SpeaI's conclusion that sent the audience to
their feet. "Thoughts lead to acts. Acts repeated form
deep-seated habits which in turn cause your destiny
to be linked with your thoughts. Which will it be for
you? To the top or not?"

( Number 6, College en t z ~ ~ v i l l e435-5024 1

OPINIONS
ROSS m

ot

Let us all bow our head;for a moment of silence and
give thanks. Ross Perot is back.
Sent from above to light America's dark path, the
Texas billionaire is once again humbly bestowing his
services upon his flock to guide them to the promised
land. The only problem is that Perot doesn't know the
way himself.
It's easy to become discouraged during a presidential
election year. Seldom do the candidates embody everything that the voters are looking for. And the public is
constantly being hit by the gloom and doom preaching5
of the party out of office. Combine that with an
incumbent who has lost the faith of the people, and
enter Ross Perot.
A man with an ego the size of his bank account, Perot
talked tough in the spring. He knew what this country
needed. He would run America as if it were his own
personal business. People would have jobs, and there
would be no deficit. Forget the Constitution. It would
be Perot's Country, where the sun always shines.
I
But only if the people called. And so it was. An army
arose from the heart of humanity and began work on
carrying out the divine plan. The people knew nothing
about their leader, but many gave him their souls.
However, when the dark clouds of doubt covered
Perot's Country, Perotwas the first to flee his own land,
leaving his self-proclaimed servants crying in despair
and shame. But now, after realizing his people still
needed him, he has returned to us.
Perot may be rich, but he's not the right person to lead
this country. He waved his money and played on the
emotions of the politically ignorant.
He lied by proclaiming himself a governmental
''outsider." According to columnist Donald Lambro,
Perot called on his friends in Washington a few years
ago to get a last minute tax break. He succeeded.
Perot did not want to go through the rigors of public
scrutiny, so he quit the campaign and came back at the
last minute. Perot has shown himself to be nothing
more than a selfish coward who wants the prize but
doesn't want to run the race.
So as what remains of his loyal legion of followers
gives thanks upon his resurrection, those other misguided souls of America laugh at the sound of his
name. Hopefully his people will one day find that
glorious land Perot so bravely promised them, but first
they must open their eyes and think for themselves.
And find a true leader.
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A night at the carnival

Worshiping a false idol

2 ,
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There's just nothing like the carnival.
Most people, at some point in
their lives, have been to a carnival.
For me, the last time I went to one
was about 12 years ago. So when
a carnival came to town last week,
I decided it was time to relive that
wonderful experience.
Ten years makes a lot of difference.
Don't get me wrong. I really
enjoyed the carnival. But the ways
a 9-year-old and 21-year-old perceive it are vastly different.
As a kid, money is not a concern. Mom and Dad fork over a
little cash, buy a handful of tickets
and everything is set. The fun is
endless. Now, the fun ends quickly
when tickets are 50 cents apiece
and it costs two tickets to go down
a slide that's got a couple of bumps
in it.
As a kid, hearing the scary noises
of the spook House created a kind
of mystery about the place. I wanted
to go in, but there was that feeling
of apprehension. I wondered if it
would be scary or not. So I decided to be brave and go through,

r
JASON THOMPSON
EDITOR
IN CHIEF

although I kept my eyes partly
closed just in case I needed to close
them quickly. After it was over, I
felt grown-up and tough.
Last week, when I heard the
noises of the Spook House, I tried
to name which slasher movie of
the '80s the music was from. I
wanted to go in, but I wondered if
it would be good or not. I went
through anyway, and Found myself thinking, "Wow, that's a pretty
funny looking skeleton's head. And
that's not a bad rotting corpse,
although I can't figure out what
that's supposed to be coming out
of the rib cage." After it was over,
I wondered why it cost three tickets.
Twelve years ago, it was fun to
play the games of "skill." Take a
couple of shots at some milk bottles,
miss them and go on to something
e
else. When I looked over t l ~ game
I
wonderedwhich
booths lastweek,
ones, if any, were legitimate. One
worker gave me a free play at a

bingo-style game. I had to point at
a domino which had a number on
back. I then matched the number
on the domino with the same number on a card which told me if 1
won anything or not. I didn't win.
But if I had, the prize would have
cost a dollar. I realize now that the
most "skill" involved is not to get
hustled.
When I was a kid, the rides
thrilled me. 1 was always disappointed whenever they ended, and
I couldn't wait to get back on. The
rides were still fun when I went last
week, but I think I was much more
aware of the creaking and snapping in the bars and cables than I
was before.
And there is just something
about smelling alcohol on the
breath of the man who is operating
your ride that can make a person
uneasy.
The carnival is still hln, and I'm
glad that I went again. It may have
lost a little of the excitement it had
12years ago, and it may cost a little
more, but I guess that's life.
And, after all, they did have
good skeletons in the SpookHouse.

I Surveying the real estate vote
MOBILE, Ala - You've heard of
the Washington Post-ABC Poll and
theTimes-Mirror Poll and the CBSNew York Times Poll and all of
these polls that tell us Democrat
Bill Clinton is leading President
Bush in the race for the White
House anywhere from 21 to 9
polnts
I have no idea how these polls
are conducted, but I do know this
Never in my life has a political
pollster asked who I was voting
for in an election. You would think
they would finally get around to
me, because there are so many
polls and so many elechons
But not once have I been called
or stopped in the street and asked.
"If the election were today for
whom would you vote?"
If I were asked such a queshon,
I think it might be fun to lie
Maybe if more people lied to
pollsters there would be more
drama to elections, more startling
upsets
"This is incredible," Dan Rather
m~ghtsay on elect~onnight"The
polls showed an overwhelming
I

"

,

I

LEWIS
GRIZZARD

base of support for Politician A but
Politician B is pulling off a major
upset. Hey, none of you lied to the
pollsters, did you?"
Since none of the polls have
contacted me, and I really don't
tmst them anyway, I decided I
would conduct my own poll just
for the fun of it.
The Grizzard Poll was here in
Mobile, where I was speaking to
the Alabama State Realtors Assn.,
the people who sell houses.
When the economy goes sour,
so do the sale of houses.
Do these people blame the president for that and want to give Bill
Clinton a chance?
My poll was very scientific.There
were maybe 500 people in the
auditorium, and I said to them,
"I'm taking a poll. If the presidential election were held today, how
many of you would vote for Bill
Clinton? Clap your hands if you
are for Bill Clinton."

.

8

,

'
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Near sllence. Maybe three claps
Maybe four. I couldn't give you
the exact number of Alabama Realtors who were for Bill Clinton,
but 1 think more would have
clapped for 25 percent mortgage
rates
"Okay." I said "How many of
you would vote for George Bush?"
It was nearly unanimous for the
president.
So, you may be asking what
does the Grizzard Poll indicate?
For one thing, it indicates that if
Bill Clinton runs into any Alabama
Realtors, he'd better take Tipper
Gore with him. He might need
something wide to hide behind
I think it also indicates that the
Realtors may be afraid of interest
rates, now the lowest in years,
might go up a1 a Jimmy Carter if
Clinton is elected, that Clinton
would put a heavy tax on the
wealthiest Amencans who buy the
most expensive houses, and they
might back off from real estate.
Or, they aren't supporting
See Griuard @page7
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I ETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Traffic puts disabled students at risk
Dear Editor,
This letter is in regard to the
increasing danger our disabled students are being exposed to by the
drivers of JSU.
I would just like to
remind other students thatwe have
a much higher number of disabled
students on campus than ever before - and thatwith a little care and
concern, we can make JSU a safer
place for them.
Last week, I watched as a blind
student (totally within the rights of
a pedestrian) stepped out into the
crosswalk in front of Sparkman
Hall and barely avoided being hit
by a car. He paused to listen for
cars, and when he thought there
were none, he began to cross. The

car in front of me was going en- or another of bending the traffic
tirely too fast and almost hit him. laws; but with the increasing numFortunately, there was enough time ber of blind and otherwise disto stop, and swerve. Last semester, abled students on campus today,
I was walking from Brewer to Mar- we can no longer afford to do this.
tin Hall and saw a blind student
Next time you are late for class,
trip over the front end of a car that or just have to get to that special
had pulled over the crosswalklines. place on time, remember that there
He fell into oncoming traffic and are students who may not be able
again, just missed being hit by to see or hear you coming. Take it
oncoming traffic.
upon yourself to watch out for
It's'hard enough being an able- them by slowing down, not blockbodied student trying to navigate ing the crosswalks and stopping
the campus. How would it feel to when they are in the crosswalks.
be a blind student Qing to cross After all, it is the law.
the street amongst all the confusion (and noise) that change of Sincerely,
classes bring?
Tracy Casagrande
We've all been guilty at one time senior

Facade fades on Bush and Quayle
Dear Editor,
In response to Mr. Munkett's letter, "Clinton,
Gore disguised as moderates" (Sept. 24, 1992), the
Bush-Quayle campaign would like to make us
believe that thingswill get better ifwe just give them
four more years. I have a message for the Republicans. America can't take anymore!
During the Reagan-Bush Administration, America
officially declared neutrality during the Iran-Iraq
war, while secretly smuggling arms for hostages in
Iran and supporting Saddam Hussein with money
that he used to purchase military supplies right up
to the day of the invasion of Kuwait. And now,
during the Bush-Quayle Administration, so much
emphasis has been placed on foreign policy, domestic issues have virtually been left on thewayside.
Even on foreign policy, Bush's record has been
less than satisfactory. In 1989, hundreds of Chinese
students were killed for protesting for democracy.
Instead of imposing sanctions on China for this
heinous act, Bush instead rewarded China with
"Most Favored Nation Trade Status." Bush also

embarrassed the United States in Rio de Janeiro when
he was the lone world leader who refused to sign the
Environmental Referendum. All this, and hewants to be
known as "The Environmental President" and "Defender of Democracy."
The Bush facade is fading, and people are beginning
to realize this. As a result, Bush and Quayle are trying
another diversionary tactic to keep the public's mind off
of the real issues. It's called "Family Values." That's all
fine and good, but family values will not provide money
for AIDS, health care reform and education.
It's time that we as Americans look at the real issues
and dispensewith the political "red herrings." I would
much rather have a presidentwho is concemedwith the
American people than one who justwants to get himself
re-elected, and I would rather have Mr. Tree-hugger as
VP instead of Mr. Potatoe Head.

1

"Xo. At first I was thinking about voting
for him, but then he dropped out. Even
though he's back in, all the other candidates have expressed their opinions and
he's way behind on us knowing how he
feels on certain issues."
Brian Ellyson
senior

It's been.a long time since there's been an
independent candidate, but as many ballots as he has ...He's great."

--

-

"Well, he's sort of in and out, you know.
He was in and then he decided he didn't
really want to run for it. I don't think
people are taking him seriously now.
He'll help split the vote, but he can't be
vely serious."
Darron Edwards
freshman

Sincerely!

lUnior

issues" if they are preoccupied denying the traditional family and
with political correctness. Although theirway of life altogether. It seems
any media will instantly boost rat- sad that even Hollywood would
ings, the industry constantly goes consider this new norm and even
out of its way to avoid upsetting more sad that they should try to
any minority group which will hurt impart this on the most impressive
their public image. Pro-choice, ferni- and captive audience they have nist and anti-conformists are never American children.
So I propose to you that not only
placed on less than a pristine plalter, while conservative leadership are Hollywood's values warped
from that of most Americans but
and idealisms are free game.
For example, it seems as though also their stand on important social
most of the situation comedies on and moral issues is significantly
television are of non-conventional different and, therefore, of little
families. Even worse they portray concern.
dysfunctional familieswith a lighthearted zeal. They wish for us to Jason Bice
accept these alternative lifestyles sophomore
afid views with open arms, while Social Science major

Grizzard
From Page 6
Clinton because they think he is a draft-dodging
womanizer who is slicker than a bucket of eels.
I did manage to collar one Realtor who was still in
the hall when I came out from backstage.
I asked her if she had applauded for the president
and she said that she had. I asked herwhat she didn't
like about'~il1Clinton.

"I don't think he's qualified for the job, bet-zuse
he has no political background."

James

Hollywood portrays warped values
Dear Editor,
Recently The Chanticleer printed
an editorial in which Hollywood
was portrayed as avaluable asset to
the cause of political awareness.
While many films and TV shows
do present a scene which would
1 not
otherwise be found that none
the less does not necessarily make
them correct on the issue.
The entertainment industry has
always been that of unconventional views. Their stand on issues
is not necessarily that of the public
in general or even a cross section of
the population but a consensus of
traditionally left wing.
I d o not see how Hollywood
"adopts social stands on important

viable candidate?

"1 don't like his hairdo," she said.
1'11 soon be speakmg to the American Society of
Barbers at their annual convention in Vitalis, Okla., and
I'll poll attendees on this issue.
That'swhat's great about being in the political polling
biz. You just never know when somebody is going to
open up a whole new bucket of eels.

"1 really think he is. The people were
there for him before, then he left. They
really want him to come back now. That's
my opinion. I think he's just out (of the
race), though."
David Moore
freshman

"I think he's a joke. He has no serious
straight way of thinking. He changes his
mind too often. He would have our
country in shambles."
Amy Wilkerson
sophomore

"I don't think he's qualified for the job,
because he has no political background.
Even though he has a lot of money, it
doesn't mean anything. It's bad enough
we have Bush, in there. 1just feel like ifwe
have Perot in the office, he's not gonna
do anything to help us out."
Kenneth Brown
junior

-
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Veaetarians

Dorothv Tobe

Balance, variety
needed for diet
Karen Neustadt
College Press Service

So long, Big Macs and fries. Hello
veggie burgers, tofu and beancurd.
A small but growing number of
college students, some raised in
traditional meat-and-potatoes
homes, are banishing steak from
their plates and joining the new
vegetarian minority.
This shift within the pepperoni
pizza generation has caught parents, professors and college cafeteria managers by surprise.
College vegetarians, however, insist their radical eating habits are a
matter of compassion, ecological
awareness and just plain common
sense.
Besides, they are quick to point
out, they are in good company.
They're following vegetarians like
Albert Einstein, Socrates, Gandhi,
Leonardo da Vinci, Ralph Waldo
Emerson and Bob Dylan, not to
mention Candice Bergen and Paul
Newman.
Other students, in defense of
their "green" lifestyle, quote vegetarian-guru Jeremy Rifkin's new
book, 'Beyond Beef,' which charges
that cattle are fed one-third of the
grain produced on the planetwhich,
if given to humans, would feed one

billion people.
"I think vegetarianism is
sort of natural evolutioi
healthier diet. The America]
not the diet for optimal health," absorb Iron, something they miss as
says Sally Clinton, director of the a result of not eating meats.
College vegetarians come in sevVegetarian Education Network and
coordinator for a vegetarian news- eral packages.
For example, those who call themletter for y o u ~ adults.
g
selves
vegetarians most likely do
Clinton notes the average
American eats less than 3.5 servings of not consume meat, fish or fowl. An
fruits and vegetables daily, while OVO-lactovegetarian is one who
vegetarians, to the delig: t of nutr- gives the green light to daiv prodtionists, can put away 10 or more ucts and eggs.
A vegan, however, is a purist and
senings at three meals.
eats
no animal products at all.
An estimated 8 - 12 million Ameri"A lot of young adults are vegans,"
cans are vegetarians, for reasons
varying from health toreligion. Since says Clinton who pointed out that
theNationalCancerInstitute began a vegan, who is often an animal
its recent campaign touting fruits activist, does not purchase or use
and vegetables as weapons against leather goods or buy products from
cancer, that number is expected to companies that allow animal testgrow.
ing.
Virginia Messina, a nutritionist
Clinton says that although no
who
writes a column for "How On
one knows exactly how many colEarth!"
- a national newsletter for
lege-age vegetarians there are, the
young
vegetarians
-- says the balranks are growing daily.
anced
veggie
diet
should
be based
"Most young people are vegetarians for ecological reasons," she ' on grains. "At least eight servings a
says.
day," she says.
"Include five servings of dried
It is very important that the college vegetarian eat a balanced diet. beans, peas, lentils and any product
Young vegetarians are encouraged made from soy, plenty of nuts or
to drink plenty of orange juice, as nut butter and lots of fruits and
the vitamin C helps their bodies vegetables," Messina says.

Dorothy Tobe, a JSU English instructor, has found a way to
overcome gas prices and pollution from cars.
Tobe, a resident of Anniston, rides her bike 8.2 miles from the
Lenlock area to JSU whenever the weather permits. 'I began
riding my bike to work during the May mini-mester," Tobe said.
"Now I'm just much happier when I can ride my bike."
Tobe admits that she is not a bike fanatic, but she enjoys riding.
'I even ride to the grocery store on several occasions," she said.
She also uses her bike for an outlet of exercise. 'If I don't ride for
a while, my body gets sluggish," she says.
Tobe's bike features a computer which displays miles, average
speed, top speed and other statistics. She credits her uniaue
commuting idea to Bike Magazine where she read an article
about the editor's adventures on a bike ride to work. "It took me
about a year to make up my mind to bike to work," she says. "I
was scared at first, but that went away."
Her route is not without its dangers. Tobe encourages those
who travel by car to be aware of cyclists. "Drivers need to give
us a whole lane as if they are passing a car," Tobe says. "At
times, when 2,000 pounds of metal goes shooting past within 2 or
3 feet of you, it is a little discouraging."
Tobe challenges students to try her idea. "This is one way
students can relieve the hassle of changing classes," she says. 'It
also can relieve stress and tension, especially if you have a good
route."
--Clavius K. Gresham
Staff writer

Landis returns to genre with 'Innocent Blood'
Picture, if you will, an undead "GoodFellas."
De Niro, the consummate gangster, becomes
a vampire. A wiseguy gets shot, and he just
gets right back up and walks away.
That's the premise of the new horror comedy "Innocent Blood," the latest from director
John Landis.
Landis has long been known in Hollywood
circles as a purveyor of laughs. His previous
films include the uproarious "Animal House"
and the now classic "Blues Brothers"with Dan
Akroyd and the late John Belushi. Landis also
directed about half a dozen other comedies,
combining the occasioanl slapstick with his
brilliant concept of comic timing.
But one film stands above the rest on the
comedy landscape: a wonderful horror film,
now a cult classic, called "An American

vamp Marie, but that's
Werewolf in London."The
about all. Anthony LaPaglia
film broke new ground in
JAMIECOLE
as undercover cop. ,Toe
the realm of horror films
FEATURES ED'T0R
Gennaro sleepwalks as
by combining- that Landis
slapstick/timingwith some nightmarish horror well; only Robert Loggia as mob boss Sal
images (no one can forget that pivotal scene in Macelli seems to be having any fun. The first
which David Naughton, wth the help of Os- hour does, however, take some not-so-goodcar-winning special effects expert Rick Baker, natured stabs at foreign films: we are contransforms into a werewolf). Since, the influ- stantly subjected to Parillaud's thoughts as we
ential film has pushed comedy into the dark- hear voice-over lines like, "I should have run
ness of the horror movie and created a new away then. But he annoyed me."
Only Gennaro and one other inspector
genre: the horror comedy.
Now Landis returns, inconsistently, to the begin to suspect that the recent spate of mob
killings is supernaturally related, but the ingenre he created with "Innocent Blood"
The first half of the film is so drab and spector keeps quiet: "The less I say, the safer
boring that it seemed even the talented cast my pension." So it is up to Gennaro to save the
would fall asleep.French actress Anne Parillaud day.
The action starts to heat up when Marie
manages to look just gorgeous as the luscious

-

attacks Macelli for food, then is unable to
destroy him completely. Macelli reawakens to
run his mob family and decides to convert his
entire clan to vampirism; thus, an indeshuctible mafia.
This plan disturbs Marie, who only wants to
"feed" rather than create new vampires. So she
and Gennaro team up to stop Macelli and,
wouldn't you know it, fall in love.
The second half of the film, as Gennaro and
Marie run the trail of mob boss, is dynamite.
Don Rickles adds to the fun as Macelli's
lawyer. A cameo from director Frank Oz is
hilarious as a coroner who refers to new
morgue arrivals as "Hefty bag enchiladas."
It's no masterpiece, but "Innocent Blood"
will do until Francis Ford Coppola's adaptation of "Dracula" arrives later this month.
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CHOOSE THE EASY WAY.
CHOOSE APPLE.
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SCHEDULE
8:30am
8:30am - Ipm
8:30am - Ipm
9am - ll:30am
9am - Noon
9am - Ipm
loam
loam - Noon

loam - Ipm
llam - Noon
11 - l1:30am
+

I1 - 11:30am
Ilam - Ipm
llam - 1:30pm
llam - 1:30pm
11:30am-Noon
lI:30am-lpm
Noon-12:30pm
Noon-12:3Opm
12:30pm - Ipm
2pm

McDonald's HPER 5-K Run at Pete Mathews.
Academic building and student organization open
house.
Bookstore open.
Campus tours from Stephenson Hall.
Visitation day at Stephenson Hall.
ROTC Freedom Appreciation Day at TMB parking lot.
Old-timer's baseball game at University Field.
Library tours
International House tours
College of Nursing activities
Biology Department activities
Residence hall open houses.
ROTCScabbard and Blade and Ranger demonstrations
on the Quad.
Encore, JSU show choir, performs in Anders Round
house.
JSU cheerleaders demonstration on the Quad.
Hammond Art Gallery student display.
Archaeology displays on the Quad.
Preada Gallus on the Quad.
JSU Gospel Choir at Anders Roundhouse.
Lawn and Party Picnic on the Quad; $3.50 all you can
eat.
Chemistry magic show on the Quad.
JacksonvilleExpress dance performance in Anders
Roundhouse.
Marching Southerners on the Quad.
JSU vs. Delta State at Paul Snow Stadium.

clearly visible because
the jumpers will' have
strobe units attached to
their uniforms.

JACKSONVILLE
BOOK

STORE

'Uptown O n The Square"

PARENTS AND VISITORS!
WE WOUD LIKE TO EXTEND A WARM WELCOME TO
YOU AND HOPE YOU ENJOY THE ACTIVITIES
PLANNED FOR THE WEEKEND.
WHILE VISITING, COME SEE US
FOR GAMECOCK SOUVENIRS OF ALL TYPES
AS WELL AS TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
ENJOY YOUR VISIT!
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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MUSCLES I'VE NEVER R E R U THOUGHT SoME THINGS MNT NEEO
WE THOUGHT PEOPLE

Early corsages

I'M IN

R WBb9MW,

1 THE Crossword
Answers To Last Week's Puzzle

ACROSS
Inhale suddenly
Overact
Moved smoothly
Science: abbr.
Com~are
(diskss)
Muscle quality
White House
neighbor
Private cabin
Beneath
Fanning: abbr.
Wrestlers'
milieu

-

DOWN
1 Solidifies
2
may look
on a king"
3 Divan
4 Map of a kind
5 Get-up-andgo
6 Engine
7 Preminger
8 Pour out
9 Curve
10 Daring feats
11 Put on freight
12 Concerning
13 Antlered
animal
18 Calendar unit
19 Amounts
23 "That the
am may cease
to be!"
24 Native Israeli
25
and hungry
look"
26 - and penates
27 Goal

"-

-

"-

b y Stanley B. Whitten

Wages
Send
Jai
Luis of
baseball
35 Bat wood
36 Sailors' peril
40 "Norma -"
41 Talk, old style
42 LoMapalooza
43 Foolish
45 Sport like
boxing
24
28
33
34

-

I

47
48
49
52
58
60
61
62
63
64
65

Mayday
Building wing
Spaghetti
Crescent-shaped
Latitudinal
line
Garment
Recipient
Archibald of
basketball
Bancroft or
Baxter
Swords
Uttered

I

Years later, Harold Zimmerman, the original
"Hookhand" of campfire ghost stories, tells his
grandchildren the Tale of the Two Evil Teen-agers.

29 Unusual

30
31
32
34
37
38

-

Carta
Ait
"Over
~ o u n t a i nlake
Riot
Raised platform

-"

44 Manor
45 Cuts thinly
46
want for ..."
48 Master of
ceremonies
49 S.A. rodent
50 In a short
while
51 Getz or Musiai
52 Traffic sign
53 One: Ger.
54 Vases
55 Col. sports
grp.
56 High: pref.
57 Hollow stem
59 Between B

"-

A....

C
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Answers Will Appear
In Next Week's Edition

A big day for Jimmy
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Gamecocks tie
Mississippi College
Tim Hathcock
Sports Editor

CLINTON, Miss. - If ties are like
kissing your sister, thiswas more like
a big hug.
JSU escaped with a 14-14 deadlock with Mississippi College after
falling behind 14-0 at the half. The
tie puts the Gamecocks in second
place in the Gulf South Conference
behind this week's opponent, Delta
State.
"Nobody's ever happy w~tha he,"
s a ~ JSU
d head coach Bill Burgess "In
the flrst half, Misslss~pp~
College
beat us in about every phase we
could be beat But in the second
half, our team found a way to keep
from losing
The Gamecocks very nearly did
lose the game. If not for an NCAA
rule change two years ago, they
would have. That's when the sport's
governing body declded to move In
the goal posts.
The goal posts at Robinson-Hale
Stadium shll have the old upnghts
Intact for high school games The
new uprights were placed inside of
the old ones.
A last-second 50-yard field goal
attempt from Choctawkicker Charley
McGinn went between the old and
the
uprights. Sorry Charley, no
good.
"That young man of theirs kicked
the air out of the ball," said Burgess.
"It just didn't get between the uprights, thank goodness."
For outside linebacker Eric King
the kick was too close to watch. "It
was close enough for me to kind of
turn my back and say 'Oh no, they
made it.' Thank goodness they have
those referees underneath the goal
posts to tell us it was no good," King
said.
The game looked as if it might get
out of reach of h e Gamecocks in the
second quarter after a woundedduck pass from EricPavell was intercepted and returned for a score by
Metric Thompson.
Powell started the game after leading JSU to a victory over Valdosta
State.
"We felt like Eric deserved to start
after the wav he plaved
against
' ,
"
Valdosta," said JSU offensive coordinator Charlie Maniscalco.

The JSU offense sputtered In the
flrst half with only one first down
and 56 total yards - all of ~t on the
ground. The Gamecocks always have
a sparce passing attack, but in the
first half it was not only inefficient,
but detrimental.
JSU quarterbacks attempted three
passes, completing none with one
deadly interception.
While the offense was sputtering,
the defense was sizzling once again.
14
14

JSU
Mississippi College

Score by quarters
JSU 0 0
14 0
VSC 0 14
0 0

-

14
14

"

.

MC - Baker 7-yard run
(McGinn kick no good) 542 2nd
MC Thompson 55-yard interJa'Karl Barnett (55) and Fred Mack (48) show why JSU's defense continues to dominate,
ception return (Bakerrun)
while Wesley Goggins (12) readies to assist.
2nd
JSU - Richardson 1-yard run
(Stinnett kick) 10:03 3rd
JSU
Flowers 45-yard run
(Stinnett kick) 0:1 1 3rd

-

Delta invades Jacksonville

-

JSU
7
237
16
276
9
2
2
4-2
9-40.8
5-45

MC
First downs
17
Yardsrushing
Yards
161
~otoloftense 312
Passes att.
19
Passes comp. 10
Passes int.
1
FumblesILost 5-2
Punts/Average 7-30.3
Penaltiesflardsl - l 3

Despite being put in precarious positions time and again, the defense
allowed only one touchdown. That
score came after Mississippi College was set up at thejSU 31 thanks
to a 26-yard punt return by backup
reklrner Benn Sanford. The regular
returner, Miguel Callier missed the
game due to disciplinary problems.
After quarterback Cedrick b k e r
scored on a 7-yard run, Gamecock
special teams dynamo Fred Mack
blocked the fourth kick of his young
career to keep the score at 6-0
Earlierin thequarterwith thegame
still scoreless, the Red Bandits put
0naninspirinl:l:oal-linestand.
Corky
.
- -

See Tie
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Tm Hathcock
Sports Editor

according to Burgess. "They do a really good job of
running the football," he said. "They have an outstanding
offensive line. They are doing more option work than we
have ever seen them
"The thing
State is thqare going play
you hard for every snap. We think it's one of the best Delta
teams we've ever faced." It's going to have to be, judging
from recent history. Delta State hasn't beaten the Gamecocks since 1979, but they did manage a tie in 1986. JSU
leads the overall series 20-8-1.
Last season, JSU edged the Statesmen 9-0 in Cleveland,
Miss. The Red Bandit defense held Delta State on a goalline stand while leading only 6-0. Burgess remembers the
game all too well. "They just lined up and whipped us
there for a while." Burgess said ''A turnover would have
taken usnght out of that game. It stayed at 6-0 for a long
time."
This year, Delta State is led offensivelyby tailback Greg
Walker and quarterback Spence Shepard. The defense
features a seven-man front led by linebacker Kenny Lewis.
who has 55 tackles.
-I'he tie with Mississippi College may not have been as
wee' as a v i c t o ~ !but it kept the Gamecock in the race
for the conference title, an undefeated season and a return
'0 the p l a ~ o f fFor
s those things to happen. Burgess feels
improvement must come, "We have got to get better in ail
phases." he said "We think we probably have a little
further to go this week than we have all season.
"The thing about these young men is they got in a

JSU finds itself in an unusual position going into
Saturday's game with Delta State. The Gamecocks are
second in the ~ ~ south
l conference
f
to the statesmen.
B~~ the season is still early, and JSU controls its own
fate, A ,,jctory
over ~~i~~ state
would go a long way
toward another GSC crown for ~ ~ B~~~~~~
1 1 and the
Gamecocks.
and 2-0-1 in the
JSU enters the game at 3-0-1
conference after last week's tie with Mississippi college. Delta is 2-2-1 overall but 1-0-0 in the GSC.
"Delta State is the NO, 1 team in the GSC at this
time," Burgess said, "Their two losses came to Division I-AA football teams. They are a good, solid
football team. 1 don't know if everybody realizes that,
but we do.
'1 b o w our players understand the importance of
the game."
The Statesmen are coming offa disappointing 5213 shellacking at the hands of xortheast Louisiana,
the NO. 9 team in the country in Division I-AA
That 105s was on the road, something Burgess feels
1
be in Delta's favor "After going there to
don't think they are boo worried about coming in
here," he said. "You go into that stadium d m there,
and you are going
"
" to have some problems."
Although the Statesmen no longer have star runSee Delta * page 17
ning back Revis Davis, they still have a potent attack,
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Five men make it to quarterfinal round
Jay Ennis

Photo Director

the player who eventually won the
tournament.
The narrow defeats continued
for the Gamecocks in the
quarterfinal matches. Jackson fell to
the tournament's No. 1seed 6-2,76, Iddamalgado lost to a Troy State
player6-3,6-4and Hines battled his
opponent and a twisted ankle to
finally go down 6-4 in the third set.
'We had a good showing" reflected Bailey, "Even in our losses,
we played ... I hate to say we played
great and lost, but that is what we
did. We were so close to having
three of the top four players in the
tournament..I'm very happy with
our team's performance."
JSU also entered four doubles
teams in the tournament: Fosheel
Simon, Roy VanGelder/Delgado,
Iddamalgado/Hines and Jacksod
Lars VanGelder.
Like the individual tournament,
the Gamecocks made it through
the first round of doubles action
unscathed. The team of Fosheel
Simon was the only casualty of the
second round and VanGelderI
Delgado lost to Livingston Coilege's
team in the third.
The luck of the draw pitted JSU's
two remaining teams against one
another in the semi-finals. The
situation was une2sy for Bailey, "1
just sat on the sideline and drank a
coke. I didn't say a word. Once they
s'tartedplaying,theyweren'tfriends

Eight members of the JSU men's
tennis team traveled toFlorence last
weekend to compete in the Rolex
Invitational tournament.
The Rolex is an annual preseason
test for teams and coaches where
the top 64 players in the Southeast
go at it head to head. Only the
individual winners are then invited
to the national finals in Texas. JSU
will not be sending any players to
the national finals this year, but
head coach Steve Bailey said while
gesturing with thumb and forefinger, 'We were this close."
Andrew Jackson, LarsVanGelder,
Dominic Hines, Andres Delgado,
Brian Foshee and Aasira
Iddamalgoda were all first-round
winners, while Roy VanGelder and
CharlesSimonweree1iminated.The
second round was all JSU with the
exception of Delgado, who narrowly missed advancing.
'When we got into the third
round, the round of 16, I was glad
to see five names with 'JSU' beside
them," Bailey said. Jackson, Hines
and Iddamalgado each pressed
through into the quarterfinal round,
while teammates Lars VanGelder
and Foshee lost very difficult
matches. VanGelder played for
three-and-a-half hours before 10sing a third set tie-breaker to South
Carolina-Spartanburg'sNo. 1player
See Rolex
Bill Cueto. Foshee lost 6-3, 6-4 to
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Florida Southern'sTanya Williams dominates Lady Gamecocks
Jay Ennis

"I think that we have proven that we are a strong- team.
The defending Gulf South Con- When we get into team competitions, even a team like
ference champion Lady Gamecocks Florida Southern can't hang with our depth. Our goal is
tennisteamisconfidentinitsability to win the GSC. Nobody doubts that we will do that. We
to repeat.
finished eleventh in the country last year and we are every
Last weekend's Rolex Invitational
in Florence was the season's first
strong W e were then."
photo Director

opportunity to spotlight its talent.
Like the men's team, they did not
bring home any individual titles, but
the performances proved that as a
team, they mll be hard to beat
Lara Ashley Root 1s the only senlor on the team and 1s a three hme
All-Conference athlete
Sophomores Marla Zavala,
Caroline Dunn and Tlna Shamblln
also rece~vedAll-Conference honors and bnng tournament expenence to a young team
Head coach Steve Ba~leyswept
the lun~orcollege ranks searching
for talent. He found it ~nthe forms of
JeffersonStateCommunity College's
No I player, Lon Helm, thelr No 3
player Juan~taEvansand Dekalb Junior College of Atlanta star Wendy
Weseman
"Even though these glrls are new
to Jacksonmlle, they are dehnltely
not new to tennis They mll be
strong contnbutors to our effort,"
Ba~leysald.
Freshmen Tracey Wllder of Jacksonvllle and Rebecca Hlll of Weaver
round out the team
Root, Helm, Evans, Shamblin,
Zavala, Wilder and Weseman all
won their opening-round matches

--Steve Bailey
JSU tennis coach
Then the team bumped into Tanya
Williams.
That was the beginning of the end
according to Bailey. 'Tanya is from
Florida Southern, a transfer from the
University of Miami. She was the
No. 1 seed in the tournament and
the way the draw was set, six of our
girls were in the same bracket unfortunately, the same bracket as
Tanya. She is definitely the best in
the country, and she showed us
why."
Williams first defeated JSU's
Shamblin in the second round, then
Root in the third round and Zavala
in the quarter finals.Evans lost in the
third round to the tournaments No.
2 seed and Wilderwent down in the
third to a top player from Armstrong
College of Georgia.
"It would have been nice not to
face Williams until the finals, but
that's how it goes some days," Bailey
said. "Each of our players gave Wiliams a run for her money and you
can't feel too bad about your performance when your losing to the No.

1 and 2 seeds."
The Lady Gamecocks placed three
teams in doubles competition. They
consisted of Helm/Evans, Wilder/
Zavala and Weseman/Shamblin.
Again, the first round was no
problem for the ladies, but the second round left only one survivor
after North Alabama beat Wesemad
Shamblin 7-5 in the third set and
Helm/Evans fell in two straight.
WilderIZavala made it into the
third round where they faced the
Florida Southern No. I seeded team
headed by Tanya Williams. Wilder/
Zavala were defeated.
"I think that we have proven that
we are a strong team. When we get
into team competitions, even a team
like Florida Southern can't hangwith
our depth," Bailey said. "Ouigoal is
to win the GSC. Nobody doubts
that we will do that We finished
eleventh in the county last year and
we are every bit as strong as we were
then."
The team will travel next to the
West Florida Invitational Nov.6-8.

?
Hungry.
2/$2

JACKSONVILLE

-

All Request Show Thursdays 7 10 p.m.
*Mindgarden Sundays 7 10 p.m.
The 0the.r Side Fridays 10 p.m. 2 a.m.
Christian Celebration Sundays 10 a.m. 12 noon

-

-

-

2 Big Macs
For $2.00

+ Tax

LIMITED TIME
ONLY

DOING WHATEVER IT TAKES! I
McDONALD'S
of Jacksonville
312 Pelham Rd.. North

Will You Help?
In the early morning hours of Monday, August 24, Hurricane
Andrew devastated a huge swath of Dade County, Florida,
in the region just south of Miami.

community than before, not just restore the world that
Andrew's ferocious winds swept away.

The catastrophic result: 63,000 homes destroyed, close to
300,000 left homeless, losses of more than $20 billion.

The civic and business leaders of Miami and Dade County
have come together to get this job done. We have formed a
new organization called WE WILL REBUILD, led by many
of our most committed citizens, drawn from all sectors of our
wonderfully diverse community.

It was the costliest natural disaster in American history.
Now, the people of Miami and Dade County are digging out,
caring for each other, rebuilding their shattered community.
It will be a Herculean effort. No American community has
ever faced physical destruction on such an epic scale. And
we are determined to build a better, more just and promising

This broad-based effort has the full and active support of
President George Bush, Governor Lawton Chiles and many,
many Miamians dedicated to binding the wounds of today
and building a better tomorrow for all our citizens.

WE WILL REBUILD needs your help. Now.

Please call:
1-800-551-1010
or mail your contribution to:

WE WILL REBUILD
P. 0. Box 010790
Miami, Florida 33 101-0790
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Volleyball team takes Eckerd tournament
Thomas Lanahan
Sports Writer

;r

The Lady Gamecocks volleyball
team's 10 hour trip to Florida to
participate in the Eckerd Invitational
paid off. JSU captured the fir$-place
trophy in just their second toumament of the season.
The first match JSU played of the
Sept. 24-27 tourney was against the
host school, Eckerd College. The
Lady Gamecocks played their worst
match of the season, losing three
games to two. The long trip apparently affected the team.

team
Last weekend, the Lady Gamecocks traveled to Huntsville to play
in the UAH Invitational. JSU was
hoping to play regional rival Mississippi University for Women and the
wish was granted. The first match
was against ChristianBrothers,however. This match went five games,
but JSU prevailed.
The Lady Gamecocks then deposited North Alabama in three
short games.
Lynn Batey suffered a right knee
injury andwill be out for twoweeks.
Dana Upton and Lisa Smith will

With that match behind them, JSU
went on to face Bentiey College of
Massachusetts.TheLadyGamecocks
blanked Bentley 3-0.
The final match in pool play was
againstBethune-Cookman,who JSU
also defeated 3-0. The first semifinal
match pitted JSU versus Troy State.
JSU lost the first game but went on
towin the next three games to set up
a rematch with Eckerd in the finals.
Once again,JSU lost the first game,
but again won the final three games
to take first place in the toumament.
Tesha Zito and Janet Lebdetter
were named to the all-tournament

Tie
from page 14

split hme as her replacements. Smith
saw action last weekend at two positions, middle and outside hitter.
The final match of the day saw
JSU agalnst Presbyterian College,
who the Lady Gamecocks defeated
easily, 3-0.
Zito, Amy Vycital and Deanna
Baker were named to the all-toumament team.
JSU played North Alabama Tuesday in a tune-up for today's first
home match of the season. The
Lady Gamecocks play Huntingdon
College at 7 pm tonight at Pete
Mathews Coliseum.

Gordon's errant pitch set up the
Choctaws at the Gamecock 2-yard
line. But four plays netted anegative
three yards. Eric Stephens came up
with the big hit on fourth down.
All three JSU quarterbacks saw
action in the game. Burgess had
wanted to only use two, but his
hand was forced after falling behind. Third-string quarterback
ChuckRobinson came onand threw
a pass/lateral/pitch to Bert Rowers,
who went 45 yards for the tying
score late in the third quarter. The
play was originally ruled a pass, but
was later changed correctly to a run.
Slade Stinnett kicked the tying extra
point.

Delta

Rolex
from page 15

17

from page 14

anymore and I guess that is the way it should
be. It's tough having to beat each other up to
get into the finals." Iddarnalgado/Hines won
the match and then faced Georgia College in
the championship match. JSU lost the match
6-1, 7-5.
"I'd have to call that a great first tournament," said Bailey. "We showed excellent

balance. I mean, most teams have a great No.
I and 2 player, butwe obviously have strength
from one through six. When we get into team
tournament play, we will bevery tough tobeat."
The next test for the team will come on Nov.
12-14 at the ABAC Invitational in Georgia.
This will be a 16 team toumament featuring
the top Division fi teams in the nation.

JSUdrops to No. 5 in poll
JSU dropped to No. 5 in the NCAA Division I1 football poll after last week's tie with
Mississippi College.The Gamecocksfell three
spots in the poll.
The poll is actually the top 21 this week
because of a tie at the final spot between
Millersville and Central Oklahoma.
North Alabama is No. 19 and is the only

other Gulf South Conference team in the poll.
New teams in the poll this week are East
Texas State, Portland State, Augustana, UNA
and Millersville. Dropping from the ranks
were Sacramento State, Livingston, Northern
Colorado and Western State.
JSU is still the top-ranked team in the South
region.

pretty competitive situation and they didn't lose the
ballgame. They didn'twin, but they didn't lose. If we do
our part, it ought to be a heck of a ballgame."

The Gamecocks had scored earlier in the period courtesyof a fumble
caused by Marty Bridges and recovered by Eric Stephens at the Choctaw
19.Bridges led the Gamecock attack
with 11 tackles, eight solo and two
for losses, and caused two fumbles.

For the record book, Sean Richardson passed the
1,000-yardmark in rushing lastweek. The junior fullback
has never lost a yard as a Gamecock. Fellow fullback
Terence Bowens needs 462 yards to hit the 2,000 mark.
He would be only the sixth player in JSU history to
accomplish the feat.
Danny Lee needs 163 yards in punt returns to become
the all-hme leader in that category for JSU. Place-kicker
Slade Stinnett - already the leader in PAT attempted
and made in the GSC - needs seven field goals to
become the school leader in that area.
Stinnett is 28 points away from being the school's alltime kick scoring leader and 42 points from the GSC
mark.
Kickoff is 2 pm Saturday at Paul Snow Stadium.

'

Sean Richardson scored the first
touchdown from two yards out after
the fumble recovery. Mississippi
College shut down fullbacks
kchardson and Terence Bowens.
They gained only 31 yards on 13
carries.
Mississippi College hosts West
Georgia this Saturday. The Braves
were big winners on the road last
week against Livingston 47-13.
JSU hosts Delta State at 2 pm.

ocso

CATHOLIC STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
We invite you to share with us on Tuesday evenings. The CSO is
open to all college students and their friends to share in a meal and
program beginning at 6:00 p.m. The following is our schedule for the
month of October.

I

Welcomes New Students
and Their Families

1530 Pelham Road,S.. Jacksonville, AL
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Located
5 Minutes
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6th
6th
13th

6:00 p.m. Mass
6:30 p.m. Dinner & Program
6:30 o.m. Dinner

5-3238. The C.S.O. meets
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Move South a 'culture shock' for Massachusetts native

Peavey shores up tight end position
end That young man never hesitated, never
asked why That's the hnd of young man he
is He's the type young man you want on your
team You don t care where he plays
Coming
The move isn't as radical in JSU's runfrom Foxboro,
oriented attack as i t might be elsewhere
Mass. to JSU,
In fact, the Gamecocks have thrown only
Scott Peavey
one pass to a hght end all season, that going
must have felt
toward Brandt Dooley
he had entered
"They med to throw me one against
a new world.
Valdosta,"
Peavey said "We ran a bootleg
He entered anand 1 was lust wide open Enc @o'wel)
other when he
thought itwas a run, and he lust started taklng
was moved
off I was standlng there golng 'Come on,' I
from tackle to
was just so wide open
tight end to add
"I came in as a Imebacker," he said "I was
depth to that
Peavey small as a tackle when I came in here I like i t
position.
The move is welcome duty for Peavey, who a lot better than playing linebacker, though I
stands 5 foot 10 inches and weighs 215 feel a l~ttlemore natural
Peavey s a d he was informed of the s~iltch
pounds. "I like it a lot better," Peavey said. "I
don't have to be pushing around those big to hght end lust before he reported The late
guys. It's too hard for me to push them w t c h forced some last-m~nutewe~ghtchanges
"When I played tackle last year, I we~ghed
around being so light."
Head coach Bill Burgess realizes Peavey's about 220," he sald "There's a ten-second
size disadvantage but is impressed with his difference In running 440's for hght ends and
blocking ability. "For his size, he's one of the tackles I had to lose a IiStle weight to make
best blockers I've ever been around," Bur- hme
Peaveywas familiarw~thJSU when he gradugess said. "We asked Scott to move to tight

Ttm Hathcock
Sports Editor
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"It's a lot slower pace down here.
It's kind of funny. You drive down
the road and everybody waves at
you. At first, I was thinking, ' I don't
know this person,' but now I just
stick my hand up."
--Scott Peavey
JSU tight end
ated from high school because his older brother
Jackwas a graduate assistant coach at the time.
Jack played for Troy State before coming to
JSL! and was a member of the national championship Trolan team of 1984.
Scott said he has received a lot of advice
from his brother. "He called me up (before last
year's championship game) and told me everythingI was doing right and everything I was
doing wrong" he said. "He was really excited
for us."
The elder Peavey is now an assistant at
Millersville (Penn.) State.
Scott said the move South was a jolt. "I don't
think anyone understood what I was saying
for a while," he said. "I had trouble under-

stand~ngeverybody here.
"It's a lot slower pace down here. It's hnd of
funny. You drivF down the road and everybody waves at you At flrst; I was thinking, 'I
don't know this person,' but now I just shck
my hand up I get called a redneck at home
and a Yankee down here I can't win."
Thls season has been a tough one for the
entire JSU offense Peavey thinks the offense
can step up the attack against defenses such as
Mississippi College's that have been moving
as many as 10 men on the line of scrimmage
"Now that it's happened twice - A&M did
~tto us - and seen that it's been effective, I'm
sure that's golng to happen a lot more,"
Peavey said.
To combat that sort of defense, Peavey says
the fullbacks must be effective. "We'll probably try to keep them honest up the middle, to
keep the linebackers from scraping outside,"
he said.
How about the pass to the tight end? "If we
pass to the tight end, I think everyone will be
in such shock, we'll probably get six."
Peavey IS ready for that first pass, if it should
come his way. "I won't set any land speed
records, but I think I could gain a few yards,"
he said.
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Gamecocks
return to
"Concrete
Jungle"

,

DOMINO'S
p,,,,
SCOREBOARD
0

*

I . Washington
2. Miami
3. Michigan
4. Tennessee
5. Texas A&M
6. Alabama
7. Penn State
8. Florida State
9. Colorado
10. Virginia
11.Stanford
12. Georgia
13. Notre Dame'
14. Nebraska
15. Syracuse
16. Oklahoma
17. Georgia Tech
18. Mississippi State
19. UCLA
20. USC
21. Boston College
22. Ohio State
23. Florida
24. California
25. Clemson

TIM HATHCOCK
SPORTSEDITOR

After eking out a tie against Mississippi College, JSU returns home
to face a Delta State team that gave
the Gamecocks a scare a year ago.
JSUwon that game 9-0 but lead only
6-0 when the defense made what is
becomingits trademark - a goal-line
stand.
The Gamecocks find themselves
in an unfamiliar position, t~ailingin
the Gulf South Conference - if only
by half a game.
JSU should rectib that this week
in a game that has taken on more
importance than it appeareditwould
at the beginning of the season due
to two games -last week's tie and an
upsetwin by Delta State over North
Alabama two weeks ago.
The tie doesn't sit well with the
Gamecocks and they should be taking out their frustrations against the
Statesmen at home in the "Concrete
Jungle" by a score of ...
JSU 24, Delta State 13.
Alabama finishes 3 s rim through
"Creampuff Alley" with 'a road trip
to New Orleans to face Tulane.
The Tide got its offense on track
lastweekagainsthabless~outhCarolina and hopes for a repeat against
the Green Wave.
Bama should win this battle of
aquatic anomalies if it can only avoid
Bourbon Street and looking ahead
to nextweek's battle against Tennessee.
Let's take the Tide...

I

.,

- .

*

NCAA
Division I1 Poll

41

2. Indiana, Penn
3. North Dakota State
4. Texas A&I
5. JSU
6. Edinboro
7. New Haven
8. Savannah State
9. Pomona State
10. Hampton
I tie.Mankato State
12. Hillsdale
13. Grand Valley State
tie.Winston-Salem State
tie.East Texas State
16. Portland State
tie.Emporia State
18. Augustana
19. North Alabama.
20. Millersville
tie.Centra1 Oklahoma
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SPECIAL*
Large One Topping Pizza
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Not valid with any other offer. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe
driving. Our drivers carry less than $20 00. Our drivers are not
pngtzed for late delwenes. Prices r o u W to the nearest nickel. I *

I

SITE
WIN
WIN
WIN

-

*WE ACCEPT FLEX DOLLARS!!"
*Some Restrictions Apply

-Starting Next Week-

TIE
HOME
AWAY
AWAY
HOME
HOME
HOME

I

The Keychain will be hidden in an easily accessible
location *Nothing must be moved, dug up, destroyed,
etc. *Each Keychain will be specially marked *The
Keychain must be brought in to Domino's within 24
hours of its discovery.
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*WEACCEPT FLEX DOLLARS!!*
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Expires 9-30-92

%

Conference Record Overall Record
2-2-1
1-0-0
1-0-1
3-0-1
Jsu
North Alabama
1-1-0
3-1-0
1-1-0
2-3-0
West Georgia
Livingston
0-1-0
3-1-0
Vaidosta State
0-1-0
1-3-0
0-1 -1
1-2-1
Miss. College

i

Not valid with any other offer Dehvery areas limited to ensure sate
driving. Our drivers yless than $20 00. Our 6nvers are not
enallzed tor late del~ver~esPrlces rounded to the nearest nckel.
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TEAM
Delta State

r

;t1E

$175
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OPPONENT
Alabama A&M
West Georgia
Valdosta State
Mississippi Coll.
Delta State
North Alabama
Georgia Southern
Alcorn State
Livingston
Kentucky State

o r

IS

2; EACH LIMITED
ADDITIONAL TOPPING
TIME ONLY

GSC Standings
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14
TWO 10"WITH $
CHEESE
in
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I 1. Pittsburg State

ALL TIMES CENTRAL
- GULF SOUTH CONFERENCI: GAME

\

*WEACCEPT FLEX DOLLARS!!"
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1992 JSUFootball

DATE
Sept. 5
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14

Alabama 31, Tulane 13.
Auburn beat up on an improved
Vanderbilt squad lastweek but faces
a much stiffer challenge this Saturday against Mississippi State.
Each team must answer question
marks for this game. Can Auburn
adjust and take a road win against a
quality opponent after four straight
home games?
Can the Bulldogs overcome the
loss of starting quarterback Sleepy
Robinson, out for the year with a
knee injury?
Mississippi State holds the cards
in this o n e An emotional win over
Florida last week could work against
the Bulldogs.
I'll take the Tigers in an upset...
Auburn 24, M i State 21.

Now With Thicker Crust 0 50% MORE Cheese
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IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
with v011r level of experience As
find one. But ~fyou're a nilr\ing student who tvants to be

I

Armv off~cer,you'll command the
respect vou deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, cons~der

benefits only the Army can offer-a

the Army Nurse Corps You'll he treated ;is

slgnlng hcmus, housing allowances and 4

a conipetent professional, given your olrn

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

palenti and r e s p o n s ~ h ~ l ~ t ~ e s c o m m e n s u r a t r

rn.lnd o f w u r life Call 1-LOOUSA ARMY

ARMY NURSECORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

$5000

